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MY FIRST CORN SONG

My corn song
I threw the paper
Towel Day raker
Now jackpot today
Arguments warrant
Soak the sponge
Im your gay
Throwing around cash
Rendering pinkness
Cool in your heart
It's not funny.
To be too fat
Please fat provinces
I love fat dream
Our tongue
Non-tongue
Fat because of the tongue
Fat is the Word of God
In the house
Connecting to my penis
Without you
I want to skink tail
Wed kitchen
Women's suffrage
Realistic lighting
Than virginity
I turn to you
I think the serial time
Summer residence
Fat huge head
Crime occurs
Race and idk
Title yoke
Some horseback riding
I do not even happen.
moment of falafel
Look at his hair.
Wow stupid possibilities
Or cooking
Fried my disappointment
Cool and sexy skating
Ice Party
My various virginity
If not, sunrise
Rachel, I am a kite
And Pakistan
Cool mountain idk
Interesting fern
in the sky
Does a pant occur
The harbor always does



chapters of the road

the first chapter of the Road; an unknown world
a yes and no and somewhere to go
CD home not husband 
Does China compete?
strong bones weak bones
water shapes stones and vice versa
heartless saints and somewhere between sky and dirt
virtual unyielding number of poor betterness
and somehow the female a door to the world
somehow all things rooted in others
the rain creates puddles after the trip from sky to dirt

Chapter VII forever
Heaven and earth forever so long all alone
someone else putting the self in a body
the body is part of all these good things here
the good place, the good food, the good weather
sometimes feeling empty doesn't feel so bad
or so good; but there's not many on the road

colors blind the eye, the Pentatonic scale deafens flavors 
so that the population of cool 
hunts very heart mad, and the rare of the goods is OK harm.

what will I do with my body next? subtle non-consensus
subtle capacity; the winter is involved with the spring
observing the trillion things
and to not be scared even if I faint muffled alone

Said death, that death said far, 
far away, saying anti- OXBOW big, big, ground;
Personal law, the law of the heavens, France Road, Imitation of Nature. 
re-light the root 
quiet the impatient monarch

-----



REALISTICISMS

how much greater my risk was
just kind of brought more realism
into my world

even though I'm going to get a colonoscopy
life just goes on as normal
this will be great for people

to lounge around
tonight we're having a dinner party
you always want to test the person

to see if they're safe
all the things that everyone thinks of
people don't like what they don't get

he just said I love you
you must have no self esteem
all girls have girl parties

that's why I don't go to grocery stores
5:00 am day of colonoscopy yay!
I've always had it in the back of my mind
-----------------------



my corn, a song

my corn a song 
throw me paper
towels rake me
now today slam dunk
corpus of acquisition
soak a sponge
you gay Im
throwing cash around
rendering pinkness
your cardiac cool
it isnt fun
to be so fat
fat hope fat
love I had a fat dream
the tongue on my
tongue isnt your
tongue because of fat
fat is god's word
inside a house
connecting my penis
dont wanna be your
skink tail wanna
be your kitchen
women's suffrage
illuminates reality
more than virginity

which is more
realistic or lime-
stone you think
I think cereal time
summer residence in
your fat giant head
criminals are having
a race and idk

yoke my neck
fucking dance core
riding some horse 
never even happens
the falafel moment
look at hair
wow possibility of stupid
or cooking
fry my sucks
cool and sexy rink
ice party
my various virginity
if sunrise sucks



I am a kite Rachel
and Pakistan
cool mountain but idk
interesting fern
in heaven everything
is pants its not happening
Im considering a name
always this harbor

 5/2/12

------------

PIRACVY

What a delight to get on the thermal comfort without
Disturbing evidence of the origin of the heat.
If there is a
One, such as Satan,
Can put either -
Behind us, but
Two and add to
Mental torment,
Was little room
Mirrors!
Demonic, however, was not the right kind of
Living or dining room
Waking to the smell of fresh dew ...
Bayside High School a few hot
That's why I do not smoke, bind my feet or link to commit to women.
Primitive monotheism
Only replicas, copies of the same minus
I love her clothes THEORECTICALLY
psychopomp shoegaze
The Oscars go in a coma.
Strange stories when they are not afraid of children
Found it necessary to walk backwards
British style dream home in Nashville
If variety is the spice of life
I was not fat as you imagine.
But I'm more of visual learner,
Ital and decorated
Ian pottery bowl



Is $ 5. $ 10 or so of silence in all subjects
Or shop.
Action of the wizard
Embryos in early
    * The hind legs in whales and snakes
    * Teeth in chickens
    * People with extra nipples (Appendix breast)
    * People with big teeth
Form a continuous
Animal forms
Rock formation
Fractals migraine
14 years of sage smoke while children find the fungi
Crack smoking 29 years old man behind 7-11
Woman 86 years of smoking a cigar while he was driving a huge Zamboni around the ice rink
I've been looking for this crystal, for ~ 3 hours
And I feel nothing
Mentally good and bad very bad
There is nothing supernatural in the process of
Believed that the quality of existing water
Children in the early stages of working mothers, clay, and plastic molding
Wisdom and peace, without making any impression of the feet of the divine
Do not blow the trumpet in their clothes hands
Mountain walls in the implementation of Robespierre
Difficult to communicate EST proprie dicere de fall fashion
Step 1: Meet with a pair of anonymous husbands for drinking;
THE POSSIBILITY 
OF A FAMINE IN WOOD
A large pine-powered machines
Please clarify the interpretation of
Vision of Fiammetta
Shine your light on and shake your legal fees
While the frogs complain against the sun



---

bugs crol

reminder of death. Indeed
 asleep from the magic potion
    the rose of health
Thou Paradise of exiles,   [“nation"]
    formulas of social duty maybe = poisonous names

will you forget the happy hours?
convinced that passionate intensity 
    Ye whom sorrow never wounded

Very wisely, puppies
  oh universal lights
   ooh the fleet Spartan
What makes the cornfield have a mouth

she braids her hair with rainbowtinted stuff
  but not singing
High-hearted chiefs, a nation's history
  all shall pass while I sing
expensive roses die
  I want to wear what you wear



MATHEMATICIANISTIC

hanging out with a cat high on LSD
nothing sucks because of flutes
this is written on my souvenir T shirt from
the Native American reservation
I hate unclean clothes
like I wish for various lifestyles
something but like I haven't done that
in a while. This used to be my homepage!
Which one of you talked to my 
little brother in the bathroom?

Where's my malt liquor and cognac
for the autism party? 
This is America and I'm not fun in it.
I even sometimes listen to music.
I bought lunch and didn't
have any mystical revelations so I fucked up
I hate vegan sour cream because I hate
sour cream. Cops guard Wall St bankers
and not pigeons. Those aren't worms on our meat

Give me a dollar cloudy night
sky smells good. But it is not good.
I don't know what it is. Looking
sexy on the assembly line. I hate
the army and I hate the abbreviations. The
shape of this looks nice. Chicken on rice.
Give us this day. Drama in the harbor.
Jesus wore a golden cross necklace
when he gave the sermon on the mount.
What is the right office chair for you?
We will not sell, rent, or distribute your
name. We ask for your phone number
so that we may contact you.

3/21/12



THE WINTER CLASSIC LIVE
 

there's a cello between my legs

it is not nice to smash cellos over people's heads

if you have a cello I would prefer you not to

smash it over my head

also I would prefer to not be murdered



SEWER SURA

       Like poverty injustice marriage in Arabia

 

in the desert in the mountains

 

on a tiny street the place in my sedia

 

some people think about food

 

or food price I get texts from God

 

when illiteracy creeps in memorize shapes

 

when my catalogue of revelations grows

 

I’ll put on my socks and go to the bank

 

when drone is not music when

 

who bomb we bomb repeats

 

they just don’t like you

 

gradual eyeballs earspirals blood-

 

cells glowing neurons hands fingered fingers

 

fingerprinted take my picture put it online

 

in several places laws handed down there

 

must be other ways but people can always find

 

ways to sleep with less expensive options available



-------

     CONGENER, or FASTFOOD TIBET THINKTANK

Keeps my fingers moving

the air changes pressure

pressure changes air

the air changes people's hair

every body part has a scientific nomenclature

The value system is derived

 from its economy, its widespread use, uniqueness and stability

IN MY FANCY SAMSARA

my own pretend Tibet, in which

The human body is a scientific marvel

The self is just functions

Read more: What does it smell and taste like?

Or Worlds are made of brains

Brains are made of meat

The World is you still have cravings for bread,

fruit, fruit juices, or alcohol; headaches

If one decides to go into the world

one may possibly stumble upon oxygen, silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium, sodium, 
potassium and/or magnesium dreams.

I had a dream I fell from up high.

I had a dream I was bored standing around with friends.

Ask an astronomer about getting drunk.

Get drunk with an astronomer.



Commit polygamy with astronomers

and kill a political figurehead with a huge gun.

Or read a book

by someone famous.

Call your loved ones on the phone

& tell them something boring.

_____

__

come on little go cart why won't you start

in the land of tomorrow I am addicted to health
is that racist yes or no? the joy of value
a new joy in value
the new shoppers confront windows
rain takes over the city
the antagonist is sterilized
jeeps fords chevys oldsmobiles
this river is dying

______



Anything you want by Roy Orbisin

Stuff Happens In Dreams
This can happen in dreams

LA Pretty Woman
LA LA I love your body hahahh
I do not really know what to say

Blue Angel
Blue Dream

Do not worry,
Work sucks to hear this
Song of WORK

Quite like David
Lynch's reasons for movies
And there's this weird music

IM afraid
The music sucks, because I hope
PEOPLE, which Lorte
MORE shit

how much crap
Power of Art's Republic of shit
BRAIN or WELL
HOW SUXSESSFUL
IS GENERAL ADVERTISEING

IF art
ANNOUNCEMENTS CORPORATION
Go to jail
IF that art
That people with money
Do not love poor
And if a kingdom

Most of the Mystery Girl
The whole day
Shit in a dark O
I AM slow and racist

Oh, my God, SLOW
And open burning
You do not have the money
because of poor



-----------------

MOUTHWASHAD

I danced all night
with a bottle in my hand
a bottle in my hand
a bottle in my hand
a bottle of Listerine in my
hand drinking a bottle of Listerine
under the light of the moon

________________



NATIONAL TRUTH BRIDGE

the universal consciousness that pervades my solemnity

is maimed by a universal truth which emanates from the physical youth

my beauty is in my pussy

is what the old Haitian lady in the psychiatric ward

would always repeat to anyone who would listen

she had a phrase to repeat to a variable X

in which X is a sentient being

the physicality of multiplicity of possibilities of events

is rendered shallow in my pornstar girlfriend

I want to have a pornstar wife

Jeff Koons had a pornstar wife

why can't I have a pornstar wife

the universe works in mysterious ways

for example there is a quantum physics universe

which proves something about pornstar girlfriends

I am sure of so many things that help me leave my bed

I am so sure I have no friends and I suck

am I the very bad place

no way jose I M A POET MOM

Mom this is my pornstar girlfriend I told you about

she is teaching me how to crochet

we do boring things together all the time

and we stare into eachother's eyes the whole fuck

and we have walked the entirety of the williamsburg bridge

kissing eachother's lips our lips touched like the whole walk



______ 

SHOULDER serious:

every day of my
life is like this
 dub step song

i am carrying
this dead bird

in my bag

this costs nine
ninety nine plus
tax i love you

because you are
always here you
are my coworker

this dub step
song is called hold
me close will you

if you care about
something why care

only a litle why

not care a lot
why care at all

everythings not ok

I lie when I say
OK it is not OK

and i wont finish it

but fish swim
rain rains 

I dont

theirs something
I touch and there's

parts I dont



RARE MOON ROOM

moon face
the people go moo
the windows 95
obsouleat
compleat works of so and so
da da da
the mooooon
is biiiiig
lookat it
look at my moon face
nobody knows the trouble i seem
rare, rare, rare
medical sign
let me diffuse
appearances appear wut
the quacking ducks waddle
ask for spare change
the windows close
exit OK
of my rareity



THE DOWNWARD COURSE

 

“A true Brahmana, though he has killed father and mother and two holy 
 kings, and even a fifth man, is free from guilt.” –Dhammapada

I wake up every Thursday drunk

I go to pharmacies

buy eatable stuff wrapped in plastic

I find a blind child

I tell the blind child to see the plastic

I hold the plastic and the child

feels the plastic and perceives the plastic

 

I ask the child about orange

I talk about orange grapes

I talk about orange oranges

I talk about orange promises

the blind child asserts that promises

in principle

cannot be orange

the child demonstrates qualities

I perceive some of these qualities

 

 

 

 

 



Joining

Join the Earth.
Electrical outlet glows red.
For the application.
Output, electric glow red.
Manual.

Nude beach ball.
Meat passes.
Real people have been here before.
Universal is not likely.
Sometimes lemon is his maturity.

For the world.
Some increase output, electric light.
Handbook.
We still live ball road programs.

Talking is not necessary
CouId be accepted.
When I remember, remember me.
Recursive in nature because they do the same
Of electrons. Rome, the priest.

Exports of meat.
In fact, the first person.
Recovery in a timely manner.
If my memory serves me right, I will remember.
Morning, evening, night time  no useless.
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